KING ON-TRACK PLANT AND
ROAD RAIL vehicles

NEW CONVERSIONS

REFURBISHMENT

Powered by the road wheels or with
independent drive, KingRail can provide a
conversion service of your choice of new
equipment.

Working with original equipment
manufacturers, converters and specialist
product suppliers, King are your partners
for road rail vehicle and on-track plant
upgrades.

KingRail can also offer a service of
performance enhancement to get the best
out of your existing plant. Using KingRail’s
test facilities and working with leading
suppliers we can reassess counterweight
and ballasting issues to return your
machine to service at peak performance.

Undertaking individual project work, to full
RIS 1530 machine upgrade Kings qualified
technicians and engineers will provide a
solution from quotation to documentation
and ECC issue.
With multifaceted expertise King have a
history of bespoke solution to resolve many
of the issue raised during a machines full
upgrade. Using a market leading plant
acceptance body you can be assured that
the solution is compliant.

Unimog

Rail trailers

As the UK agent for Zagro Rail Group, King
are delighted to be able to provide for all
your Unimog rail solutions. Working in
conjunction with our Unimog partners we
supply rail vehicle solutions to meet your
needs, from standard Unimog rail shunting
vehicles with options including remote
control, to bespoke specialist equipment
installation vehicles.

King have a history of supplying specialist
road trailer solutions. This experience and
understanding has been used to develop
standard rail trailers for use on the
infrastructure.

Our Unimog partners provide us with the
opportunity to not only supply rail
equipment spares but also your Unimog
equipment spares. The provision of
bespoke vehicle servicing and
maintenance can be generated upon
request.

The use of this equipment to meet
specialist needs, or integrating the road
and rail requirement for special trailer
project development, can all be undertaken
by King, from design to manufacture,
testing and verification.

Equipment testing

Road/rail trucks

Having established a dedicated Rail plant
testing facility KingRail is in a position to
offer a full service which includes new
excavator conversion to Network Rail
standards, upgrades and refurbishment of
existing in-service equipment and a range
of Roadrail trucks and associated
equipment.

The Zagro Group for which King are the
UK agent includes Zweiweg. Where Zagro
are the partners of choice for Unimog rail
equipment, Zweiweg are for trucks. With a
series of high and low ride options for a
selection of road vehicles Zweiweg,
through King, can provide equipment to
meet your needs.

KingRail’s testing facilities include a
backwards stability test rig, delta Q test
facility and a tip testing turntable located
within our factory. KingRail are able to offer
complete or part upgrades, where
customers wish to carry out some of the
work themselves. In addition KingRail
provide a replacement ‘Rated Capacity
Indicator’ upgrade service to enhance the
machine performance.

Early discussion can ensure the vehicle
and equipment are defined to meet the
task at hand with standard fit equipment.
Should bespoke equipment be required for
a specific vehicle, this can be designed,
manufactured installed in accordance with
the customers’ specification.
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